
Four Sweet Tales with a Positive Message!

!ese four charming tales – Tony Needs A Friend, Charcoal’s Story, Harry’s Story, and !e Prince of 
Tails — are told from the point of view of lovable cats and their city and country animal friends. 
Each story focuses on real life experiences and explores universal themes that are resolved with 
understanding, wisdom, and love by the cats and a colorful group of friends that includes dogs, 
horses, crows, foxes, chipmunks, and woodchucks. 

 A perfect chapter book
or read-out-loud book for 
animal lovers of all ages.



Four Charming Tales perfect for kids of all ages —
and their parents and grandparents too!

Tony Needs A Friend:
Jade and some of her city friends "nd a way to comfort a lonely boy who feels troubled and
isolated because of his father’s illness.

Charcoal’s Story: 
Jade and Britt, along with their country friends, band together to stop a bullying tomcat who 
has attacked a kitten and to make sure he never does it again.

Harry’s Story: 
Jade and Britt devise a plan to help Harry, a horse, the beloved friend of the animal community, 
who is facing the possibility of leaving his home forever, "nd a second chapter as a carriage 
horse in New York’s Central Park.

!e Prince of Tails: 
Tail, a red fox, who is concerned with the environment and issues that a#ect the animals
in the area, seeks out Jade and Britt to help stop a land developer before lives and homes
are destroyed. 

On Twitter @SweetTalesBook / on Facebook at Sweet-Tales

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sweet-Tales/493548630810253


“!ese stories will touch your heart and leave a ‘sweet’ smile on your face.”

“Charming stories, a must read for cat-lover’s of all ages.” 

“A delight for children of any age…Loved it as did my 5 yr old granddaughter.” 

“A real quality read that made for some real quality time.” 

“Delightful tales of endearing animals.” 

“A wonderfully sweet and touching read. Excellent for readers of all ages.” 

“Loved this book! What a great read, I read it twice already!” 

“An enchanting read for animal lovers of all ages!” 

Rave Reviews on Amazon include:


